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REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ)  

for the  

Supply and Delivery of Armoured Vehicle under Long Term Agreement(LTA) 

 

BID BULLETIN  

Addendum No. 1 

 
This Addendum No. 01 is issued to modify information provided in the Request for Quotation and 
General Instructions to Suppliers for the Supply and Delivery of Armoured Vehicle under Long Term 
Agreement (LTA) issued to the prospective Suppliers on October 19, 2017. 

 

A. Inquiries from vendors 
1. Q: Are trims levels other than GXR acceptable? 

A: Vendor may provide pricing for other trim level options. But primary requirement is 
GXR. 
 
 

 
2. Q: Does IOM desire the vendors to offer pricing options for different engine 

configurations? 
A: Yes, we require vendors to provide pricing for different engine configurations. 

 
 

3. Q: High Altitude Compensator is no longer a selectable feature but is incorporated into all 
Toyota Land Cruiser 200 Series models. Will this be acceptable as long as it’s stipulated in the 
vendor response? 
A: Yes. 

 
 

4. Q. Armor levels of VR7, B6, and B7 are requested: are vendors to provide different pricing 
for each armor level, along with corresponding production and delivery for each respective 
armor levels? 
A: Yes. Vendors should provide pricing for different armouring level stated in the RFQ. 

 
 

5. Q. One unit is requested for the LTA: does IOM desire quantity discounts to be specified 
in the vendor response? 
A. Yes. Quantity discounts should be specified in the vendor response. However, price 
evaluation will be done based on the unit cost of the armoured vehicle. Discount levels will be 
part of contract negotiation. 
 

 
6. Q. A TJM bull bar is requested but a Warn winch is listed as well: does IOM desire 

equivalents to be included in the response (i.e. ARB bull bars and TJM winches)? 
A. Yes. 

 
 

7. Q. An in-vehicle camera system is listed but no DVR system to store the media: should 
the vendor price this item? Furthermore, should the vendor add any additional items that we 
feel the IOM mission may benefit from? 
A. Yes prices for additional items can be included but will not be part of commercial 
evaluation. 
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8. Q: We have manufacturing plants in five different countries: can we offer various pricing 

based off the selected manufacturing plant? 
A: Yes, this is acceptable. 

 
 

9. Q: Can IOM state a minimum Warranty period and minimum warranty terms? 
A: The RFQ included the warranty requirements, Clause 1.7 Warranty and Guarantee 

 
 

10. Q: Can IOM state whether a spare parts list or package should be included in the vendor  
response? If a spare parts package is to be listed, can IOM state a minimum spare 
parts package? 

A: This should be included as per Clause 1.8 Additional Content. Vendors should provide  
their own spare parts package. 

 
 
  11. Q: Will you accept quotes for 2017 and 2018 models? 
        A: We require offers for 2018 model as this LTA will be effective in 2018. 
 
 

12. Q: Do you want the supplier to quote each version separately, i.e. diesel auto and  
petrol auto? And if so should we provide multiple Annex D forms for each model or list 
them all on the same form? 

         A: Yes, refer to Question # 2. Vendors can use multiple forms for each  
configuration/option. 

 
 

13. Q. Do you require the supplier to sign the LTA template and submit it alongside with the 
other documents? 

      A. No. The template is there for reference of vendors on IOM contract terms and  
conditions. 

 
 
 
 
 

Very truly yours,  
IOM-Manila Administrative Center  
Global Procurement and Supply Unit 


